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INTRODUCTION

Chief Seattle’s apocalyptic message seems more relevant and accurate today than ever. Delivered in 1854, the Suquamish leader’s lament bares the brutal scars of his community’s experience with the nascent, expansionist industrialism of the United States of America. In describing the earth as the white man’s “enemy,” Chief Seattle was likely envisioning the massive ravaging of the natural world that occurred across what is now
the USA as expansionist pressures took white settlers and military expeditions into lands sustainably inhabited for centuries by indigenous peoples. However, it is not Chief Seattle’s analysis of the events he personally experienced that is most remarkable. Rather, Chief Seattle’s accusation that rapid expansionism in the service of financial gain “kidnaps the earth from his children” is most prescient.

Just over 150 years after Chief Seattle’s prophetic message, the ecological devastation that plagued the USA’s western frontier in the middle of the nineteenth century now stretches across the earth and into the heavens. Today, information about climate change is “unequivocal”: the world is warming at a rate unprecedented in recorded or discoverable history; the polar ice caps are melting; freak storms ravage the world with extreme weather patterns; record high temperatures wreak havoc on nature; rising ocean water levels caused by the melting ice caps submerge entire island nations and displace their inhabitants; and rain forests—Earth’s protective lungs—are continuously destroyed. Indeed, the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization recently described climate change as “the most serious challenge facing the human race.”

In recent years, news of the environmental devastation occurring across the globe has become widely known through the efforts of the media. In the United States, An Inconvenient Truth, a documentary film featuring former Vice President Albert Gore, Jr. and a book by the same title—recently gained widespread attention and earned millions of dollars. Similarly, in Scotland, a private energy company offered to finance a global warming curriculum for all Scottish schoolchildren modeled on Gore’s film and book.

As a result, people across the world, including the USA, have initiated actions to curb the imminent crisis of ecological destruction. However, these actions, especially in the USA, have been primarily local and individualized. These localized efforts, increasingly becoming the grassroots component of mainstream environmentalism, often respond to
the realization that economic devastation is inextricably linked to climate change and other forms of environmental catastrophe. In addition, several municipalities, private developers, and building industry groups have recently considered adopting green building requirements for new construction or, in some instances, have already done so.

Unfortunately, localized efforts, though well intentioned, have not managed to curb climate change. In part, the efforts of individuals to alter their own practices or those of local communities have had limited effect because such efforts have not been met by similar action at the federal level. Most notably, Congress has not ratified the Kyoto Treaty. In addition, skeptics of global warming remain in highly influential governmental positions; significantly, one of these positions is the Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works. Moreover, consumption of fossil fuels and emission of carbon into the atmosphere remain disproportionately high in the USA compared to the nation’s percentage of the world’s human population.

The federal government’s inaction regarding climate change, ostensibly based in a belief that more environmentally protective policies would adversely affect the nation’s economy, is reflected at the individual level. While many people are willing to engage in limited actions to reduce their environmental “footprint,” few are willing or able to drastically restructure their daily affairs to protect the environment. Recently, such strategies as carbon offsets—a market-based approach that allows individuals to “pay to have their greenhouse gas emissions . . . cancelled out by a corresponding emissions reduction elsewhere”—have enabled individuals to limit their own contribution to environmental devastation while only mildly altering their lifestyle.

The limited actions of mainstream grassroots environmentalism are not sufficient for many environmentally conscious individuals. To a select few, imminent environmental crisis demands drastic action. For example, Dave Foreman, cofounder of a leading radical environmentalist
organization, Earth First! (EF!), and a prominent proponent of deep ecology, argues that people must do more than halt further destruction of the earth. To Foreman, humans must take proactive measures to undo the environmental devastation humans have already caused. More than fifteen years ago, Foreman urged that “[i]t is not enough any longer to say no more dams on our wild rivers. We must begin tearing down some dams already built . . . and freeing shackled rivers.”

This article explores the work of radical environmental activists, such as Foreman, who have engaged in actions designed to reverse environmental destruction. These are individuals who are not satisfied with waiting for the slow machinations of mainstream environmental advocacy to effectuate desired changes. Rather than rely on what they perceive as the gradualist, compromised approach of mainstream environmental advocates, radical environmentalists have embraced a theory of direct action. Through direct action—the noncooperation, obstruction, or defiance of objectionable policies or practices—these activists place their lives and personal liberty in peril to realize the world they envision. In rejecting the legitimacy of policies that facilitate the destruction of the natural world, radical environmentalists embrace Chief Seattle’s plea from a century and a half ago:

So, if we sell you our land, love it as we’ve loved it. Care for it as we’ve cared for it. Hold in your mind the memory of the land as it is when you take it. And with all your strength, with all your mind, with all your heart, preserve it for your children, and love it . . . as God loves us all.

Radical environmental activists have firmly situated themselves within the nation’s rich tradition of direct action civil disobedience by seeking to preserve the earth for future generations in spite of the risk to their own personal freedom and the intense personal sacrifice required. As such, these activists should carefully delineate their tactics to maximize their
ability to avoid imprisonment. Acting in the spirit of an immense history of law-breaking, conscience-driven, nonviolent civil disobedience activists, radical environmentalists—increasingly targeted by law enforcement agencies—should tailor their actions to fit within the requirements of the necessity defense to criminal prosecution.

Having discussed the imminent environmental crisis facing the earth’s population, this article will explore the origins of radical environmentalism, its location within the history of civil disobedience practitioners, and the legal implications of violating laws in the service of a morally driven agenda. Part I will discuss the emergence of radical environmentalism from the mainstream environmentalism of the 1970s. This section will present an overview of the two most prominent radical environmental organizations in the USA, Earth First! and the Earth Liberation Front. Part II will expand the discussion of radical environmentalism by exploring two leading philosophies—as exemplified by prominent deep ecology proponent Dave Foreman and social ecologist Murray Bookchin—that motivate radical environmental activists and the actions in which they engage. The use of monkeywrenching, the radical environmental movement’s peculiar version of direct action tactics, will receive special emphasis. In Part III, this article will locate radical environmentalists within the immense body of past practitioners of civil disobedience in the USA, most notably the radical pacifists of the early and middle twentieth century. Finally, Part IV will adapt the necessity defense used by other civil disobedience criminal defendants to the peculiar situation of radical environmentalism.
I. THE BIRTH OF RADICAL ENVIRONMENTALISM

*We are the Elfin, /
Those who carry the /
Torch and flame, /
To live or die /
And no surrender, /
*We are the venom of our /
Mother’s fiery rain.*

Davey Garland

*We are the burning rage of this dying planet.*

Anonymous, Earth Liberation Front communiqué

A. Origins of Mainstream and Radical Environmentalism

On the evening of May 18, 1998, five buildings and four ski lifts at one of Vail, Colorado’s famed ski resorts went up in flames. According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the fires caused an estimated $12 million in damages. Three days after the fires, a secretive coalition of radical environmental activists called the Earth Liberation Front (ELF) claimed responsibility. An anonymous communiqué issued by the ELF Press Office to the local sheriff’s department, the ski resort, and members of the media claimed the fires were intended to protect critical habitat for the lynx, a long-limbed, short-tailed cat. Unsatisfied with simply labeling the destruction of the ski resort’s buildings and lifts a success, the ELF activists (the “Elfin” from Davey Garland’s poem) warned that similar actions would occur in the future unless the lynx’s habitat remained undeveloped. “This action is just a warning,” the communiqué read, characterizing its multimillion dollar action against the ski resort as a mild precursor to more audacious actions. “We will be back if this greedy corporation continues to trespass into wild and unroaded areas.”

ENVIRONMENTALISM AND CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
The Vail action by ELF activists dealt an enormous financial blow to the targets of radical environmentalists’ actions. However, despite the powerful impact of ELF nationwide, ELF is only one of several radical environmental organizations that exist in the USA; moreover, these organizations represent only a sliver of the broader environmental advocacy movement in the nation. Environmentalism traces its modern roots in this country to April 22, 1970. On that day, over twenty million people across the nation participated in the first Earth Day. In communities throughout the country, people performed environmentally friendly activities outdoors, participated in educational teach-ins, and attended public lectures.

After a few years, the potential activism of the initial Earth Day remained too subdued for many ardent environmentalists. As a result, the thrust of environmental advocacy transferred from the grassroots focus of the first Earth Day to the so-called Gang of Ten, the largest ten environmental advocacy organizations in the nation. These organizations quickly established themselves as integral members of the Washington political lobby. Located in the center of political power peddling, the Gang of Ten “clamored for respectability and influence with politicians and polluters” alike. Rather than emphasizing grassroots activism, the Gang of Ten “was corporate, careerist, compromising, and—a key issue for many—divorced from the complex of social-environmental issues affecting women, the poor, workers, and people of color.” Dave Foreman, then the chief lobbyist for a Gang of Ten member organization, the Wilderness Society, claims that the organizations, including the Wilderness Society, sought credibility and respectability in the eyes of Washington policymakers. Foreman suggests that the Gang of Ten’s quest for acceptance in influential policymaking circles did more than undermine their effective protection of the environment—it made them active participants in environmental destruction.

To Foreman and others, the compromising attitude of the Gang of Ten represented a misguided, if not delusional, attempt at achieving minor
protections for the environment.\textsuperscript{62} In a particularly poignant episode, Foreman recalls a disappointing announcement that the United States Forest Service would only prohibit building roads on a small fraction of the national forest lands, thereby protecting those lands from logging companies.\textsuperscript{63} As he walked to his office near the White House in the wake of the announcement, Foreman searched for a strategy that would keep the grassroots members of the Wilderness Society from criticizing the decision, hoping to keep them “in line.”\textsuperscript{64} Rather than devise strategies for derailing the government’s decision to open previously protected federal lands from roads and logging companies, Foreman attempted to develop a strategy to quash, or at least control, the outrage that members of his organization would feel in response to the government’s decision.\textsuperscript{65} “Something about all this seemed wrong to me,” he later wrote.\textsuperscript{66}

By the late 1970s, some environmentalists, Foreman among them, were concerned that the Gang of Ten organizations that ostensibly advocated for the protection of the environment had become indistinguishable from the corporations harming the environment.\textsuperscript{67} These activists envisioned an action-oriented environmental movement rather than a Washington-based lobbying effort.\textsuperscript{68} In response, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, these disillusioned activist environmentalists formed organizations such as Earth First! and the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, marking the beginning of the radical environmental movement in the USA.\textsuperscript{69} In 1992, a group of more radical EF! activists split from the British branch of EF! to launch the Earth Liberation Front in Britain, a precursor to ELF’s arrival in the USA.\textsuperscript{70}

\textit{B. Earth First! and the Earth Liberation Front}

The most visible radical environmental organizations active in the USA are EF! and ELF.\textsuperscript{71} The activists who participate in these organizations possess a keen understanding of the environmental destruction currently underway across the planet.\textsuperscript{72} While mainstream environmentalists readily identify the symptoms of a suffering planet and locate the scientific causes
of these symptoms in such actions as the burning of fossil fuels, radical environmentalists go further by attempting to uncover and address the systemic cause of those symptoms.73

To these radical environmentalists, much of the blame for the causes and symptoms of environmental destruction can be traced to rampant, unfettered capitalism,74 a phenomenon that law professor Ruth Colker labels “hypercapitalism.”75 According to Colker, hypercapitalism is a brand of capitalism that is “overly enamored with laissez-faire economics and insufficiently concerned with our health and well-being.”76 Under this form of capitalism, policy decisions are guided by an unquenching zeal for utility and efficiency measured by their benefits to the entrepreneurial class.77 By another name, this quest for utility and efficiency could be called the “ethic of improvement”;78 that is, a jointly economic and political dynamic that defines all profitable production as “improvement” regardless of the secondary effects it produces—even if those secondary consequences include poverty, environmental destruction, or exploitation of less advantaged people.79 Pushing this analysis further, some radical environmentalists, most notably Murray Bookchin, propose that environmental devastation is rooted in the hierarchy that preceded the current stratified, class-based society.80

Emerging from the frustrated passions of committed environmental activists, radical environmental organizations display a daring disregard for political niceties, social approbation, and criminal proscriptions, leading, not surprisingly, to criminal prosecutions.81 For instance, EF! describes itself as an organization comprised of “unapologetic, uncompromising wilderness lovers with a bent for monkeywrenching and direct action.”82 Similarly, ELF deliberately targets the perpetrators of environmental destruction, whether corporations or individuals.83 In one especially explicit pronouncement, ELF declared: “The earth isn’t dying, it’s being killed, and those who are killing it have names and addresses.”84
Given radical environmentalism’s origins as a response to the perceived apologetic and compromised position of the Gang of Ten, it is not surprising that today’s radical environmentalists continue to perceive mainstream environmental organizations as at least partial accomplices in environmental destruction.85 To these radical activists, mainstream tactics such as lawsuits are too costly, time-consuming, and unpredictable to effectuate the urgent measures necessary to protect the earth and its inhabitants from imminent, widespread devastation.86

Interestingly, the uncompromising, critical attitude of radical environmental activists does not preclude them from working in conjunction with mainstream organizations while simultaneously criticizing those organizations. Some radical environmentalists are quick to add that the efforts of mainstream organizations are not always unwelcome.87 Furthermore, Foreman argues that occasionally even mainstream tactics such as lobbying elected officials are useful.88 Indeed, Foreman believes that the radicalism of EF! and ELF allows mainstream organizations to take positions that protect the environment while simultaneously appearing more moderate to people who are not already sympathetic to environmental concerns.89 By adopting positions well beyond the accepted conventions of pro-environmental advocacy and leaving the politicking to mainstream environmental organizations, radical environmentalists insert proposals into the public discourse that they hope the mainstream will eventually accept.90
II. PHILOSOPHIES OF RADICAL ENVIRONMENTALISM

The government can jail some of us, but they can not stop the phenomenon of compassion. It reached me as a boy on my way to school, and with each new action it has the chance of inspiring others to take sides. So long as I know that new warriors join the fight, and that old veterans refuse to bow, I will have hope that our small uprising will save the world. Stay safe, keep fighting as long as you have a breath left in your body, and victory may yet be yours.

Josh Harper

Radical environmentalists are not a homogeneous group. On the contrary, radical environmentalists are as different from one another as they are from the mainstream environmental movement from which they split three decades ago. The activists that comprise organizations such as EF! and ELF, individuals similar to Josh Harper, are largely motivated by two philosophical traditions that claim distinct adherents: deep ecology and social ecology. These philosophies, rooted in the desire to realize fundamental social change, lend themselves to—indeed, encourage—the violation of criminal laws where such law breaking is performed in an effort to protect the environment.

A. Deep Ecology

Deep ecology posits that Earth is an organic “household.” That is, humans and nonhumans are equal partners in earthly affairs. According to deep ecologists, “all things in the biosphere have an equal right to live and blossom and to reach their own individual forms of unfolding and self-realization . . . [because] all organisms and entities in the ecosphere, as parts of the interrelated whole, are equal in intrinsic worth.” Directly opposing the argument made by John Locke, the English philosopher, that “the intrinsic natural worth of anything consists in its fitness to supply the necessities or serve the conveniences of human life,” deep ecologists
believe that humans are merely one equal member of an earthly partnership.97

Because deep ecology emphasizes the equality of all organisms and entities on Earth, any social paradigms that impede or undermine the realization of this “[b]iocentric equality” are perceived as erroneous and dangerous.98 The profound equality of deep ecology directly conflicts with the entrenched industrialist belief that humans should cultivate land and animals, in the words of the esteemed political and economic theorist Adam Smith, as “food for man.”99 Beginning from the premise that the current dominant human societies, based as they are on capitalist notions of progress, do not allow this egalitarian relationship to exist, deep ecology expressly challenges the legitimacy of the fundamental premises of the dominant social paradigms.100 Rather than adopt Locke’s or Smith’s calculations that value nonhumans only so far as they serve as sources for human life or wealth, deep ecologists redefine humanity’s role in the world to ensure that human existence is compatible with the existence of all organisms and entities, rather than compromising their existence.101 Deep ecology subordinates economic analyses to ecological and ethical criteria that facilitate an egalitarian existence.102

The reformulation of human society in accordance with deep ecology principles would require drastic alterations of existing economic, technological, and ideological structures.103 Deep ecologists fully support such drastic measures.104 Leading deep ecology philosopher Bill Devall argues that hunter-gatherer lifestyles and subsistence gardening should be considered as goals for a new social order.105 Similarly, deep ecologist Foreman106 advocates “[r]eclaiming the roads and plowed land” to their pre-industrial state, destroying many of the large dams in the USA, and creating and maintaining more “blank spots” on the map where human development gives way to wilderness.107
B. Social Ecology

The radical environmental philosophy known as social ecology shares much of deep ecology’s concern about equality. The leading figure in the social ecology tradition, the recently deceased Murray Bookchin, argued that “sprawling urban areas, massive industrialization, and giant corporate farms run like food factories” inevitably lead to “destructive social conflict” and “place an impossible burden on local water resources, the air we breathe, and all the natural features of the areas which they [human communities] occupy.” Social ecologists argue that human attempts to dominate nature result from the capitalist fetish with domination and hierarchy.

In response to the hierarchies that led to environmental destruction, Bookchin proposed ecologically sustainable social organization. These eco-communities would consist of small cities or towns “surrounded by small farms that practiced diversified, organic agriculture for the local area and were linked to each other by tree belts, pastures and meadows.” Small, densely populated areas of human habitation filled with green spaces, including gardens, parks, and waterways, would allow wilderness areas and sustainable food sources to exist nearby. These communities would also be able to satisfy human needs with safe and renewable energy sources such as wind, water, and solar power.

Eco-communities, though idyllic, would not satisfy social ecologists unless they were also organized nonhierarchically. Anything less than complete elimination of social hierarchies would fail to accomplish the substantial alteration of social organization that social ecologists prescribe. Reflecting this orientation, ELF describes itself as nonhierarchical. Indeed, individuals choose their own actions; they even decide whether or not they describe themselves as ELF activists.

Communities constructed on the social ecology model are decentralized and democratic. For example, ownership of the means of production is communal within the eco-community and economic decisions...
are governed by the standards of direct democracy—economic decisions are the responsibility and the province of all members of the community. According to Bookchin, “management, plans, and regulations [are] formulated democratically by popular assemblies” centered around municipalities where citizens decide community affairs through “face-to-face” meetings characterized by legislative and electoral processes, including decision making via majority voting. By using direct democracy decision-making processes, social ecologists avoid the dominance of individual leaders, thus preventing the redevelopment of hierarchies. Adoption of direct democracy decision making as championed by social ecologists would drastically break from the dominant political paradigms that limit democratic decision making to norms of representative democracy. In a representative democracy, select functionaries mediate the relationship between citizen and government; direct democracy, as required by social ecology, mandates that all citizens have an integral role in the eco-community’s decision-making process if they are to be “truly free” people.

In spite of its many similarities to deep ecology, social ecologists aim sharp criticism at what they perceive to be deep ecology’s misanthropic tendency. Indeed, Bookchin takes serious issue with deep ecologists, including EF! activists who suggest that human beings are an expendable component of the environment. The intense equality of all organisms and entities in nature that deep ecologists embrace requires a principle that Devall calls “species impartiality.” According to this principle, all lives, whether a rattlesnake’s or one’s child at risk of being bitten by the rattlesnake, are equal. To opt for killing the rattlesnake over the child, claims Devall, is misanthropic and constitutes unwarranted bias.

Bookchin resoundingly rejects misanthropy and allegations that the mere existence of human beings is responsible for the breakdown of the environment. Instead, Bookchin identifies social power dynamics and
social institutions as the cause of environmental destruction.134 According to Bookchin, deep ecology’s misanthropic tendency

  mask[s] the fact that the social forces that are tearing down the planet are the same social forces which threaten to degrade women, people of color, workers, and ordinary citizens. It masks the fact that there is a historical connection between the way people deal with each other as social beings and the way they treat the rest of nature. It masks the fact that our ecological problems are fundamentally social problems requiring fundamental social change.135

This cheapening of humanity, adds Bookchin, ignores the nuanced (and sometimes not so subtle) distinctions within human societies in favor of a new Malthusian glibness.136 Rather than promote a delusional position that equates the environmental impact of marginalized individuals with those of wealthy, politically, and socially powerful individuals, Bookchin argues that humans can and should occupy a central role “in the creation of a truly ‘free nature’” in which humans utilize their abilities in the service of biotic diversity, diminished suffering of all of nature, the promotion of and protection of ecologically valuable life forms, and the reduction of harmful impact on the earth.137 Moreover, deep ecology’s misanthropic tendency implies that biocentric equality is only possible if humans, individual per individual, adopt hunter-gatherer lifestyles or similarly primitive practices.138 To Bookchin, however, such a view ignores the remarkable potential that social ecology presents: a process of social reorganization that creates the nonhierarchical eco-communities governed by direct democracy decision-making processes that social ecologists envision.139

C. From Theory to Action

Regardless of the particular philosophy that radical environmentalists embrace, all share a sustained commitment to convert their theoretical explorations into effective actions to protect the environment.140 Bookchin,
for example, founded the Institute for Social Ecology (ISE) in 1974. The ISE has operated as an “educational and activist organization . . . committed to the social and ecological transformation of society.” Bookchin also strongly supported community-organizing efforts as initial steps in the development of a new social organization that accords with social ecology principles. Similarly, Foreman helped found EF! in 1980 in an effort to transfer environmental advocacy from policy circles to grassroots direct action and has remained a leading figure in that organization. Representing the diverse strategies utilized by radical environmentalists, Bookchin and Foreman share a commitment to activist work though their personal emphases are distinct. Bookchin is a renowned public intellectual and author of over twenty books. Many of his works are highly theoretical analyses of hierarchy and social power dynamics. Indeed, he emphasizes: “it is not possible to overestimate the value of thinking insightfully and creatively about defending the Earth. We need ideas, good ideas, to guide our activist work.” On the contrary, Foreman notes that he and other members of EF! “are willing to let our actions set the finer points of our philosophy rather than debating endlessly about our program.” To date, Foreman’s principal work remains grounded in the direct wilderness protection that led him away from the Washington lobbyist circuit. Working with the Wildlands Project, Foreman seeks to connect the protected wilderness areas of North America to create a linked thoroughfare for wildlife, and his books are designed as activist resource guides.

D. Monkeywrenching: Radical Environmentalism’s Direct Action

The opening pages of Edward Abbey’s novel *The Monkey Wrench Gang* describe, and have indeed inspired, the direct action tactics that many radical environmental activists use in defense of nature. Along a lonely stretch of the long Utah–Arizona border, the Colorado River cuts through the imaginary political boundary with the force of millions of gallons of
rushing water. High above the Glen Canyon, local dignitaries stand alongside the governors of the two states waxing giddy while afar sit a group of indigenous people wistfully observing the unprecedented gathering perched 700 feet above the once mighty, now dammed, river. Waiting along both sides of the gathering, within sight of the soon to be opened steel-and-concrete bridge, stretch impatient drivers yearning to travel the four hundred feet between the two states. Only the tunes of the local high school bands delay the inevitable moment when progress caps its difficult, but short, march across the wet sliver that slices the desert’s otherwise uninterrupted dry monotony.

As the politicians push down on their golden scissors to cut the customary red ribbon and photographers flash their bulbs, the unthinkable happens. First, a puff of black smoke appears from the ends of the ribbon. “And when the dignitaries hastily backed off the Indians saw the general eruption of unprogrammed fireworks which pursued them,” Abbey wrote. While the assembled crowd clapped for what it thought was a surprise fireworks display, the unthinkable became reality: “The bridge parted like a flower, its separate divisions no longer joined by any physical bond. Fragments and sections began to fold, sag, sink and fall, relaxing into the abyss.” The bridge was no more. So begins the story of monkeywrenching in defense of nature.

The bridge collapse in Abbey’s novel was not accidental. Rather, individuals dedicated to protecting the environment deliberately destroyed it. Though fictional, Abbey’s account, originally published in 1975, inspired some in the radical camp to adopt monkeywrenching at the time that the radical environmental movement was beginning to split from mainstream environmentalism.

Monkeywrenching is the deliberate, direct, and, almost without exception, unlawful interference with an action that activists perceive as damaging to the natural world. For example, activists concerned about the imminent logging of trees might insert metal rods into some or all of the
trees—resulting in damage to tree-cutting machinery without damaging the trees—in a practice known as tree spiking. To ensure that the spikes do not inadvertently injure loggers, activists take precautionary measures, including warning the United States Forest Service if the trees are on federal land, warning the logging company if the trees are located on private property, or warning both. Similarly, activists interested in preventing or delaying the construction of a road might remove survey stakes or damage construction vehicles. One EF! activist has even described diligent pursuit of the federal government’s administrative appeals process followed by civil litigation as “paper monkeywrench[ing]” because the arduous appeals process has “stopped, slowed and reduced countless USFS [United States Forest Service] projects of destruction in the past.”

Monkeywrenching actions are an integral component of radical environmental actions. For example, EF! views monkeywrenching as necessary for the protection of the environment. Likewise, ELF regularly describes its action as monkeywrenching. While EF! most explicitly embraces monkeywrenching actions, other radical environmentalists utilize similar direct action techniques that are not described as monkeywrenching. Bookchin, for example, argued that direct action strategies are necessary for effective environmental advocacy but did not use the term monkeywrenching. Similarly, in 2001, a listing of twenty-two instances of direct action performed by ELF members alone or in conjunction with other radical environmental groups describes only four of the twenty-two instances as monkeywrenching.

Descriptions of all twenty-two actions show that monkeywrenching, as well as those actions not labeled as such, target property. According to the compilation, ELF activists performed such acts as burning a wood products mill, burning construction vehicles, destroying a speaker system at a fast food restaurant’s drive-through window, and damaging a golf course. These actions were not described by ELF activists as monkeywrenching; however, these acts bear significant resemblance to other actions that were
labeled as such (e.g., destruction of construction vehicles at development sites, damage to vehicles at a power plant, and damage to oil exploration equipment). Financial costs resulting from actions that are not described as monkeywrenching are also comparable to damages from those that are considered monkeywrenching. For example, various ELF actions not identified as monkeywrenching resulted in $800,000, $8,000, $800, and $500,000 in damages, whereas monkeywrenching by other groups resulted in $100,000, $100,000, and $200,000 in damages.

The decision as to whether to describe radical environmental actions as monkeywrenching reflects more than semantic inconsistency; rather, there appears a theoretical nuance. In direct action, monkeywrenching is not synonymous with property destruction. While monkeywrenching involves destruction of property, not all forms of property destruction are properly described as monkeywrenching. Property destruction in the context of political activism can happen at any time and for any of myriad reasons. Moreover, in the political action context, the goal of property destruction is primarily political change—that is, its proponents hope to convince particular actors (whether the citizenry or elected officials) to respond to the action in a particular manner. In contrast, individuals who perform monkeywrenching actions do not do so with the goal of effectuating a particular policy change. Rather, they monkeywrench to prevent a specific act of environmental degradation. Indeed, monkeywrenching is a final resort, “a last-ditch tactic to preserve wild places, one that is employed only when all other avenues are closed off.” As such, monkeywrenchers target tools of environmental destruction before those tools can be used to carry out destructive acts. They do not seek to destroy the symbols of past environmental destruction (e.g., existing buildings or golf courses); instead, they seek to prevent further destruction. This preventative characteristic of monkeywrenching limits monkeywrenching to such actions as destruction of tools and equipment used to expand development sites and facilitate oil exploration.
III. IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF PRIOR CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE ACTIVISTS

There is always need of persons not only to discover new truths, and point out when what were once truths are true no longer, but also to commence new practices, and set the example of more enlightened conduct, and better taste and sense in human life. . . . Not only is it they who introduce good things which did not before exist; it is they who keep the life in those which already exist.

John Stuart Mill

Radical environmentalists are today’s standard-bearers of the rich tradition of political dissent that has defined this nation’s history, having reimagined civil disobedience to address the pressing needs of the early twenty-first century. Millions of courageous people have participated in the numerous social movements that have improved this nation’s moral, political, and economic wealth. Alongside the abolitionists and labor unionists of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and the disarmament activists of the twentieth century, among others, radical environmentalists occupy the most recent position in the continuous thread of politically engaged individuals inspired by a purpose greater than their own comfort. These are people who are filled with, in the words of public intellectual and scholar Cornell West, righteous indignation and are committed to risking their personal freedom for a cause.

A. Genealogy of Civil Disobedience

Radical environmental advocacy falls, albeit untidily, within the centuries-old tradition of active civil disobedience that shapes the USA’s political culture. Reaching to the succinct instruction given by the apostles Peter and John to the earliest Christian communities, “Judge for yourselves whether it is right in God’s eyes for us to obey you rather than God,” this nation’s democratic experiment is filled with stories of individuals who pursued what they perceived to be their obligation to more
profound sources of justice than the laws crafted by humans. From the seventeenth century to the mid-nineteenth century “non-resisters” such as Henry David Thoreau argued that the obligation to obey the law was secondary to the obligation to do what was right. To Thoreau, “If the injustice [inevitably performed by adherence to a particular law] . . . is of such a nature that it requires you to be the agent of injustice to another, then, I say, break the law.”

In the nineteenth century, abolitionists and labor organizers encouraged “passive resistance” and “moral force.”

Through moral suasion grounded in Christian exegesis, individuals such as David Walker, a free black resident of Boston, passionately appealed to black and white people to resist the “wretched state of slavery” even if it led to death. Similarly, during the late 1800s, the USA experienced widespread militant labor unrest as hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of workers engaged in unprecedented mass strikes that several times paralyzed entire swaths of the nation and much more frequently brought large cities and their surrounding regions to a standstill.

Not until the twentieth century did the term nonviolence become intertwined with civil disobedience. Beginning in the 1920s and stretching through both world wars, pacifists who refused to comply with the government’s military draft process popularized the phrase nonviolent resistance. Exemplifying the World War II era’s nonviolent resistance was Corbett Bishop, a young man who refused to cooperate with the draft system, who spent 426 days in prison without voluntarily taking food or water. Eventually, prison officials issued Bishop early release from his four-year imprisonment because they were incapable of keeping him alive. Even at his release, Bishop maintained noncooperation, forcing prison guards to carry him out of prison.

The evolution of nonviolent civil disobedience continued after World War II, when political dissenter adopted “revolutionary nonviolence” or “active nonviolence,” associated with more widely known social movements such as the civil rights campaigns of people of color in the
1950s, 1960s, and 1970s,\textsuperscript{205} and the disarmament campaigns of the 1970s and 1980s.\textsuperscript{206}

\textbf{B. Radical Pacifism}

Of the many permutations that nonviolent civil disobedience has adopted, perhaps radical environmentalism most closely resembles the radical antiwar pacifism of the twentieth century. The nonviolent resisters of World War II—people such as Corbett Bishop—organized themselves into two principal bodies: the religious Fellowship of Reconciliation and, later, the secular War Resisters League.\textsuperscript{207} Similar to the early Christians\textsuperscript{208} and Thoreau\textsuperscript{209} before them, many radical pacifists were motivated by religious convictions,\textsuperscript{210} including a belief in the primacy of conscience as opposed to law.\textsuperscript{211} Contemporary philosopher John Morreall explains an individual’s decision to violate laws to comply with her conscience as a moral balancing test by invoking the memory of nineteenth century militant abolitionists.\textsuperscript{212} Morreall argues that this moral balancing test explains how an abolitionist would have been justified in interfering with a slave owner’s pursuit of a slave, even if such interference would have constituted a violation of the Fugitive Slave Act.\textsuperscript{213} To Morreall, the slave’s right to be free would have superseded the law’s blatant immorality, thereby justifying, perhaps even requiring, interference with the slave owner’s pursuit.\textsuperscript{214} Similarly, radical pacifists believed that they had a right to live lives free of violence and that that right superseded the government’s ability to coerce their participation in war-making or war-enabling activities of any kind.

Foreshadowing radical environmentalism’s antihierarchical drive for sustainable communities, radical pacifists sought to assert their autonomy by establishing decentralized, nonhierarchical, consensus-based rural communities or organizations.\textsuperscript{215} While some radical pacifists turned to rural communes, sometimes referred to as “ashrams,” to realize their ideal communities,\textsuperscript{216} others simply utilized the principles of decentralization, nonhierarchicalism, and consensus decision making to structure pacifist
activist organizations. The Peacemakers organization, for example, consisted of networks of radical pacifist cells whose participants engaged in localized actions, most notably individual refusal to pay taxes.

In a further parallel to radical environmentalists, radical pacifists embraced direct action activist tactics as the best strategy for practicing their deeply held pacifism. Referencing the actions of Saint Paul, Dorothy Day, co-founder of the Catholic Worker movement, wrote that revolution “becomes an actual, living thing when you get out on the street corners.” Similarly, members of the Committee for Non-Violent Action (CNVA), on board the ship the Golden Rule, performed a well-publicized incursion into a portion of the Pacific Ocean near Hawaii zoned off for the purpose of testing a nuclear bomb.

C. Carrying Radical Pacifism to the Environmental Front

Radical environmentalists are likewise motivated by deeply held convictions evidenced in intense passion, though, significantly, they include within their belief system a commitment to protecting nonhuman animals and nonliving entities, such as bodies of water and mountains. Even while social ecologists criticize deep ecologists for holding misanthropic views, radical environmentalists of all persuasions share unwavering respect for nonhuman life forms for their own sake rather than simply for their actual or potential benefit to humans. This respect is grounded in a belief that all earthly organisms and entities are interconnected in a global symbiotic relationship. The convictions that motivate radical environmentalists, like those that motivated radical pacifists, encourage them to risk and withstand tremendous personal sacrifice. It is not surprising, then, that both radical pacifists and radical environmentalists have often been prosecuted and imprisoned for acting on their beliefs.

Furthermore, radical environmental organizations such as EF! and ELF are structured much like radical pacifist communities and organizations of decades past. Bookchin’s idyllic “eco-communities” resemble the
rural communities developed by radical pacifists. Both Bookchin and the radical pacifists emphasized the communities’ decentralized, communal governance and use of environmentally sustainable technologies. Similarly, social ecologists and radical pacifists intended their unorthodox communities to serve as models for the new social organization they envisioned based on social ecology or radical pacifist beliefs, respectively. Moreover, the fierce decentralism of radical environmentalist organizations reflects the preferred organizational structure of many radical pacifist organizations. For example, Peacemakers was composed of “local radical pacifist cells,” and CNVA did not even have membership. Likewise, radical environmentalists operate as independent small groups of people who know and trust one another.

In addition, radical environmentalists, like radical pacifists before them, directly contradict political philosopher John Rawls’s “realistic utopian” assertion: “Citizens accept existing institutions as just and usually have no desire to violate or to renegotiate the terms of social cooperation. . . .” Both groups clearly do have a desire to violate and renegotiate the terms of social cooperation. In fact, the reliance of radical environmentalists and radical pacifists on direct action seems to embrace Mills’s enthusiastic encouragement of “new practices” that “set the example of more enlightened conduct” even when those practices violate firmly entrenched norms. Direct action allows activists to advocate views that are not well represented (radical environmentalism and radical pacifism, respectively) in dominant political, economic, or social paradigms. Through direct action, both groups hope to prefigure the world that they envision. Direct action presents activists who are convinced that irreparable harm is facilitated by the existing social order with “[t]he possibility of removing these evils” and encourages them to “no longer look upon them [the evils] with apathy and indifference.” Instead, direct action allows activists to address societal wrongs with the understanding that, as Thoreau wrote, “it
matters not how small the beginning may seem to be: what is once well
done is done forever.”

IV. CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS AND THE AVAILABILITY OF THE
NECESSITY DEFENSE FOR RADICAL ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENDANTS

Green is the new Red.

Will Potter

A new civil war is unfolding—one between forces hell-bent on
exploiting animals and the earth for profit whatever the toll, and
activists steeled to resist this omnipotent tooth and nail. We are
witnessing not only the long-standing corporate war against
nature, but also a new social war about nature.

Steven Best

The two epigraphs above, written by a journalist and an academic who
both closely track the radical environmental movement, suggest that people
following the radical environmental movement are predicting a cataclysmic
battle. On one side stand the activists of EF!, ELF, and similar
organizations practicing nonviolent direct action civil disobedience. On the
opposing side, the activists claim, are corporate and governmental actors
readily willing to exploit the earth for profit and the law enforcement
officials zealously committed to assisting them. A character in Abbey’s
novel captures radical environmentalists’ perception of the vast corporate-
state complex working against them:

They have everything. They have the organization and the control
and the communications and the army and the police and the secret
police. They have the big machines. They have the law and drugs
and jails and courts and judges and prisons. They are so huge. We
are so small.
In spite of the asymmetrical power dynamics, both sides are intent to pursue their version of justice with unrelenting vigor.

A. Escalating the Confrontation

Law enforcement officials have long pursued radical environmentalists. In 1990, for example, the FBI announced the arrest of prominent northern California EF! members Judi Bari and Darryl Cherney.245 The FBI alleged that Bari and Cherney built a small bomb that accidentally exploded under the seat of Bari’s car while she and Cherney were riding in it.246 After years of litigation, the federal government not only dropped its charges against the two activists, but a federal jury awarded them $4.4 million for damages relating to the FBI’s cover-up of critical exonerating information.247

The federal government’s surveillance of radical environmental activists has increased exponentially since the tragic events of September 11, 2001.248 Indeed, less than five months after those terrorist attacks, the assistant director of counterterrorism and counterintelligence for the FBI reported to the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence that ELF and other direct action organizations had “emerged as a serious threat” in the country.249 In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks, government officials expanded the use of the newly minted term eco-terrorist to, in the words of journalist Will Potter, “describe everything from pouring sand in a bulldozer’s gas tank to burning down a research facility.”250 Soon thereafter, in November 2001, Scott McInnis, a member of Congress from Colorado, reflected the federal government’s position when he described eco-terrorism as “one form of terrorism [that] is high on the . . . radar screen” of Washington policymakers.251 Two years later, reporter Jim Hughes claimed, “environmental extremists have become the top priority for FBI domestic terrorism squads across the country.”252

Invoking the specter of terrorism represents a powerful police tactic to discredit and repress radical environmentalists.253 By defining domestic terrorism as “the unlawful use, or threatened use, of violence by a group or
individual . . . against persons or property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof."254 Virtually all forms of direct action civil disobedience performed by radical environmental activists qualify as terrorism on par with the actions of al Qaeda.255 Not surprisingly, government officials and commentators have equated radical environmentalists with the perpetrators of the attacks of September 11,256 even though no human deaths are attributable to radical environmental actions, while several thousand deaths resulted from the September 11 attacks.257

B. An Overview of the Necessity Defense

The new vigor with which government officials have portrayed radical environmental activists as supremely dangerous to the nation’s public safety has raised the stakes for activists in criminal proceedings and requires that their attorneys adopt all available legal strategies for their clients’ defense. Given the remarkable similarities that radical environmentalist actions and philosophies share with past radical pacifists practicing direct action civil disobedience, it is opportune that criminal defense attorneys representing radical environmental activists utilize a defense strategy used by past civil disobedience activists—the necessity defense.258 The necessity defense is only relevant when defendants do not seek to challenge an accusation that they violated a criminal law.259 Rather, the defense assumes commission of a criminal offense.260

Federal courts require four elements to successfully argue necessity.261 The first element, often described as the “choice of evils” element, asks defendants to prove that they acted in violation of a criminal prohibition to prevent a greater harm.262 The second element is that the defendants acted to prevent imminent harm.263 Federal courts then require defendants to prove that they “reasonably anticipated a direct causal relationship between their conduct and the harm to be averted.”264 Lastly, defendants must prove that they acted only after all legal alternatives were exhausted.265
1. Choice of Evils Requirement

The first critical consideration in electing to present a necessity defense in federal court is whether “the defendant properly exercised her or his free will and violated a law in order to achieve a greater good or prevent a greater harm.” Rather than abide by a law perceived as unjust, necessity defendants must argue that their actions were not merely morally honorable, but indeed required by the greater obligation imposed by the pursuit of justice. Courts generally do not deny the necessity defense based on defendants’ claims that minor violation of criminal laws, such as trespass or property destruction, were less harmful than the threatened harm that the defendants purportedly acted to avert. Radical environmental activists who trespass or destroy nonliving property are similarly likely to successfully argue that similar minor criminal violations represent a lesser evil than the devastating consequences of climate change.

2. Imminent Harm Requirement

The requirement that defendants prove that their actions prevented an imminent greater harm than caused by their criminal behavior poses a serious challenge for political activists. Courts have narrowly defined imminent harm to mean a recognizable, immediate danger to the defendant or others. Furthermore, imminent is also narrowly defined to require proof that only the defendants’ behavior prevented harm that was otherwise certain to occur. Adding to the defendants’ burden is the tendency of courts to disbelieve assertions that imminent harm was prevented through direct action civil disobedience. Even the threat of nuclear war during the Cold War was not sufficient to satisfy one state court, though the court did not explain its reasoning. Similarly, a federal court found that the presence of a nuclear submarine was not sufficient to prove imminent harm from the detonation of nuclear materials. Paradoxically—perhaps even providing a disincentive to political activists interested in using litigation to promote...
their goals—an Oregon appellate court decided that the activists’ decision to litigate was sufficient proof that there was no emergency justifying extra-legal action.277

Courts’ remarkable narrowing of the imminent harm requirement is not only problematic for civil disobedience defendants; it is antithetical to the USA’s reliance on the court system to settle disputes.278 Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, in his famous dissent in Abrams v. United States,279 wrote:

[W]e should be eternally vigilant against attempts to check the expression of opinions that we loathe and believe to be fraught with death, unless they so imminently threaten immediate interference with the lawful and pressing purposes of the law that an immediate check is required to save the country.

. . . .

Only the emergency that makes it immediately dangerous to leave the correction of evil counsels to time warrants making any exception to the sweeping command, “Congress shall make no law abridging the freedom of speech.”280

Holmes’s admonition counsels that only instances of exceptional danger justify limiting access to the expression of speech.281 Though Abrams concerned political activists who were arrested and convicted solely based on written material they printed and distributed and did not involve the necessity defense,282 Holmes was likely aware that the trial was riddled with hostile questioning by a judge unsympathetic to the defendants’ beliefs.283 Similarly, the narrow interpretation of the necessity defense, especially in federal courts,284 suggests hostility toward civil disobedience defendants’ mere attempts to use the defense.285

Despite courts’ reluctance to allow radical environmentalists to utilize the defense of necessity in direct action civil disobedience cases, radical environmental activists are certainly convinced that Earth’s climate faces an unprecedented emergency.286 Foreman describes the current era as “the
The most critical moment in the three-and-a-half-billion-year history of life on Earth. The challenge for attorneys representing radical environmental activists in necessity defense cases that arise from direct action civil disobedience is to convert the crisis that activists such as Foreman perceive into the “imminent harm” required, but seldom granted, by courts.

Reams of peer-reviewed scientific data and expert witnesses are certainly available to defendants trying to convince courts of the global climate crisis. However, courts’ skepticism that the actions of a small number of individuals can prevent harm that would otherwise undoubtedly occur suggests that the “harm” identified should itself be narrowly defined by activists prior to engaging in civil disobedience. This would increase the likelihood that a court would find that the defendants’ actions could indeed prevent the harm. Rather than make claims that their actions were intended to prevent such overwhelming threats as nuclear war, civil disobedience activists should design actions that identify a particular, localized threat and seek to interfere with the actions that cause that threat. Similarly, radical environmental activists should refrain from designing actions targeting such broad concepts as global warming; instead, they should identify discrete threats—for example, the contamination of the water supply by a specific source—and alter their direct action civil disobedience tactics accordingly to target the threat specifically. Such specific framing is readily available for radical environmentalists engaged in monkeywrenching because monkeywrenching is intended to prevent a particular act opposed by the activists; it is not utilized to effect mere symbolic impact, as would be the situation if a single defendant claimed to act to stop a phenomenon as amorphous as global warming.

Moreover, regardless of a potential defendant’s belief that a law or policy is unjust or immoral, if that law or policy is enacted constitutionally, then it cannot constitute harm for the purpose of the necessity defense. For example, a foreign policy objective such as a decision to use military action...
cannot cause harm for purposes of the necessity defense. Therefore, activists should ensure that their actions are designed to prevent discrete and easily identifiable harmful effects of a particular law or policy, rather than to call into question the existence of a constitutionally enacted law or policy.

3. Direct Causal Relationship Requirement

Activists engaging in direct action civil disobedience must ensure that they directly, as opposed to indirectly, target a discrete threat because there must be “cause and effect between an act of protest and the achievement of the goal of the protest.” Federal courts have definitively held that so-called indirect attempts to prevent a threatened harm, even if the harm was imminent, are not sufficiently linked to the harm to allow defendants to continue with a necessity defense.

According to philosopher Carl Cohen, this prong of the necessity defense indicates that “[d]irect civil disobedience is an act in which the law deliberately broken is itself the object of the protest.” To illustrate his definition, Cohen turns to Jim Crow legislation. He explains that a white person sitting in a black waiting room to protest a state statute mandating segregated waiting rooms would constitute direct civil disobedience because the target of the protest is the segregation imposed by the very law being violated by the protester. Similarly, the Ninth Circuit wrote that an individual who physically blocked the contamination of water by the immediate infusion of a suspected carcinogen required by an ordinance passed by a city council would be engaging in direct civil disobedience.

On the other hand, Cohen wrote, “[i]ndirect civil disobedience includes all the rest, in which the law broken is other than (although more or less closely related to) the object of protest.” The violation of statutes prohibiting trespass or destruction of government property in the form of draft cards to protest a war are examples of indirect civil disobedience because these are instances in which the law actually violated is not itself
the target of the protester’s actions.303 Symbolic actions, designed to affect public opinion, are also forms of indirect civil disobedience.304

Though commentators such as Cohen argue that acts of indirect civil disobedience can be justified and should be allowed to satisfy the necessity defense causation requirement,305 federal courts disagree.306 For purposes of the necessity defense, the requirement that “another volitional actor not controlled by the protestor . . . take a further step” to ensure that the imminent harm is avoided is sufficient to defeat the defendants’ arguments.307 In light of this strict interpretation, radical environmentalists engaged in civil disobedience should design their actions so that the effect of the law that is violated is itself the target of the protest, thus subsuming the action’s political nature in its criminal nature within the courtroom.308 Rather than perform symbolic actions intended to alter the opinion of the public, elected officials, or business executives, radical environmental activists must violate laws that have the direct effect of harming the environment in order to avail themselves of the necessity defense’s potential.309

4. Exhaustion of All Legal Alternatives Requirement

After carefully tailoring their actions to satisfy the first three elements of the necessity defense, direct action civil disobedience activists should also ensure that their actions represent the only reasonable option available to prevent the threatened harm.310 No legal alternatives to violating a law may exist if the necessity defense is to be argued successfully.311 This requirement is particularly difficult for civil disobedience defendants to prove given that courts have held that the requirement is not satisfied if the threatened harm could have been avoided by enactment of appropriate legislation.312 Importantly, such legislation need not be forthcoming, probable, or even realistically expected.313 According to the Ninth Circuit, legislative action need only be a reasonable possibility.314 That is, “the ‘possibility’ that Congress will change its mind is sufficient” to establish
that a legal alternative existed to the criminal behavior. Such possibility exists, it seems, so long as a relevant, functioning, legislative body exists.

Courts’ narrow interpretation of the available alternatives requirement leaves two possibilities for radical environmentalists practicing direct action civil disobedience. First, the Ninth Circuit’s decision in United States v. Schoon, an opinion often cited by courts presented with a civil disobedience necessity defense case, precludes acts of indirect civil disobedience but not direct civil disobedience. The Schoon court’s statement that the mere possibility of congressional action proves that a legal alternative existed to the defendants’ criminal behavior is explicitly limited to acts of indirect civil disobedience. Radical environmental activists may be able to satisfy the no available alternatives requirement by engaging in direct civil disobedience (e.g., unlawfully blocking the lawful contamination of a town’s water supply) because Schoon does not expressly address acts of direct civil disobedience. Second, courts’ emphasis on the potential for legislative action raises the untested possibility of using the necessity defense in instances where the targeted harm was to be performed by a private actor who theoretically would be constitutionally protected from legislative infringement. For example, it is unlikely that there is potential for legislative action where the targeted harm stemmed from the time-honored, constitutionally protected right of private landowners’ to use their land in a “reasonable” manner, even if the use is destructive to the environment.

V. CONCLUSION

Radical environmentalism represents only a small portion of the environmental movement. Yet radical environmentalists’ use of direct action civil disobedience to promote their vision of an environmentally sustainable future affords these activists a prominent role in the escalating environmental crisis facing Earth’s human and nonhuman inhabitants. Moreover, the fundamental alterations to most existing human societies
posed by radical environmental philosophies face mammoth, perhaps insurmountable, obstacles to the actual reorganization of humanity.

As activists, legislators, and law enforcement officials each increase efforts to realize their respective goals,321 courtroom confrontations will become much more commonplace. Activists that adopt the various philosophical traditions that comprise radical environmentalism must transcend their differences to face the common challenge of remaining free today to continue to advocate on behalf of Earth tomorrow. Careful adaptation of the necessity defense might provide radical environmental activists with the ability to leave the courtroom with their personal liberty, thus enabling them to return to their activist work.

Activists should carefully devise their actions in accordance with the requirements of the necessity defense to increase the likelihood of success in federal court. It might serve activists well to ensure that their criminal violation is significantly less harmful than the harm they seek to prevent;322 that the action, if completed, would prevent an imminent harm that is otherwise certain to occur;323 that there was a direct causal relationship between their actions and the harm to be averted;324 and that they acted only after all legal alternatives were exhausted.325

As the most recent manifestation of the nation’s cherished history of political dissent,326 radical environmental activists are likely to suffer the fate of their political predecessors in the radical pacifist movement: demonized now, but increasingly influential with the passage of time.327 Yet activists willing to sacrifice their own liberties for the sake of Earth should not passively accept history’s lesson that political repression will limit the impact of their efforts. Radical environmentalists should plan strategically to maximize their success. In the words of the acclaimed novelist, essayist, and political activist Arundhati Roy, “It is not good enough to be right . . . it’s important to win something.”328
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